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Mandala in the Music and Thought of Pauline Oliveros

Throughout her musical career, Pauline Oliveros has employed a number of esoteric concepts as

tools for composition and theory, including meditation, tarot, telepathy, magic, and synchronicity. A 

recurring motif throughout nearly every phase of her compositional output, beginning with Pieces of 

Eight: a Theater Piece (1964)1, has been the mandala, “a spiritual and ritual symbol in Indian religions,

representing the universe. In common use, mandala has become a generic term for any diagram, chart 

or geometric pattern that represents the cosmos metaphysically or symbolically; a microcosm of the 

universe.”2 Oliveros' use of the mandala form has varied, with her early mandala pieces mostly utilizing

the form as a spatial organizer, and later as a means to transmit sonic ideas. While Oliveros has studied 

several eastern mystical traditions, and their uses of mandala, most of her ideas about the meaning and 

utility of the form seem to derive from occidental sources, most notably the work of Dr. Carl G. Jung. 

In this essay, I will examine Oliveros' relationship and history with the mandala, explore some of the 

ways in which Oliveros has utilized the mandala form in composition, and reflect on the potential 

significance of her use of the form.

The mandala finds its origins in India and the Hindu religion, although it plays a prominent role 

in Tibetan Buddhism.3 “The mandala is seen as a microcosm embodying the various divine powers at 

work in the universe, and it serves as a collection point for the gods and universal forces.”4 Mandala, 

particularly in Tantric Buddhist traditions, are used as tools in meditation5, a practice with which 

1 Adamenko, Victoria. Neo-mythologism in Music: From Scriabin and Schoenberg to Schnittke and Crumb. Hillsdale, 
NY: Pendragon Press, 2007. 225. 

2 "Mandala." Wikipedia. Accessed December 7, 2015. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandala. 
3 Bowker, John, Elizabeth Knowles, and James Curl. "Maṇḍala." Encyclopedia.com. 1997. Accessed December 7, 2015. 

http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/1O101-Maala.html. 
4 "mandala." The Columbia Encyclopedia, 6th ed.. 2015. Encyclopedia.com. (December 7, 

2015).http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/1E1-mandala.html 
5 Ibid.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandala.
http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/1O101-Maala.html.
http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/1E1-mandala.html


Oliveros has a long and deep connection.6 Traditional mandala all follow a precise symbolic format7, 

The Archive for Research in Archetypal Symbolism says of the traditional mandala:

The  mandala  is  one  of  the  best-known  symbols  associated  with  Tantric  Buddhism.
Tibetan Buddhist literature speaks of three closely interwoven levels, the so-called outer,
inner and alternative mandala. The outer mandala comprises the outward appearances of
the whole human environment, i.e., the universe. The inner mandala is made up of those
who live in this environment, human beings. They correspond exactly in composition,
construction and inner periodicity to the outer mandala. The other or alternate mandala is
the teaching of these analogies and correlations as well as the resulting yoga practices.8

The notion of microcosm and macrocosm described

above has a great deal of importance in the theories

and compositions of Pauline Oliveros, particularly

with regard to her ideas of focal and global attention

states. In Hinduism and Tantric Buddhism, the forms

of mandala are strictly mandated and contain

significant religious symbolism: “Numbers of deities

have specific positions in the diagram, and the

symbolism and structure of the mandala are highly

elaborated.“9 Mandala can take a number of material

forms. They may be two or three-dimensional, and

may be constructed out of a great number of materials,

including colored powder, which is sprinkled on the

ground with painstaking precision, taking many hours to complete, only to be destroyed once 

finished.10 The idea of intangibility and impermanence also plays a role in much of Oliveros' music, 

6 "Long Biography - PAULINE OLIVEROS." 2012. Accessed December 7, 2015. http://www.paulineoliveros.us/long-
biography.html. 

7 JOHN BOWKER. "Maṇḍala." The Concise Oxford Dictionary of World Religions. 1997.Encyclopedia.com. (December
7, 2015). http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/1O101-Maala.html 

8 Ronnberg, Ami. "Mandala." In The Book of Symbols, 712. Köln: Taschen, 2010. 
9 "mandala." The Columbia Encyclopedia, 6th ed.. 2015. Encyclopedia.com. (December 7, 

2015).http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/1E1-mandala.html 
10 Ronnberg, Ami. "Mandala." In The Book of Symbols, 712. Köln: Taschen, 2010. 

Illustration 1: Painted 17th century 
Tibetan 'Five Deity Mandala', in the 
center is Rakta Yamari (the Red Enemy of
Death) embracing his consort Vajra 
Vetali, in the corners are the Red, Green 
White and Yellow Yamaris, Rubin 
Museum of Art

http://www.paulineoliveros.us/long-
http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/1O101-Maala.html
http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/1E1-mandala.html


particularly her pieces concerned with meditation and

ritual. Mandala have a number of uses in many

societies: as tools for teaching, meditation aids, and

architectural plans, due to their aesthetically pleasing

symmetry and “perfect” form.11 While the term

“mandala” comes from Sanskrit (“mandala” roughly

translates to “circle”12) similar ritual designs are found

in many diverse mystical traditions throughout the

world, including those of native North Americans and

Catholics.13 Of particular note are the illuminations of

another great composer, the 12th century German

polymath Hildegard von Bingen. Although it is

extremely doubtful that Hildegard von Bingen could have had any knowledge of eastern religious 

mandala, her illuminations often take a strikingly mandala-like form. Similar to Oliveros' work, that of 

von Bingen often contains feminist undertones. The seemingly universally symbolic nature of the 

mandala form (and the circle in general) with regards to the world's philosophical and religious 

traditions has been noted and theorized upon by many psychologists and mystical philosophers 

throughout history, perhaps most notably by the Swiss psychiatrist, psychotherapist, and founder of 

analytical psychology14, Dr. Carl G. Jung.

Jung appropriated the mandala as a tool to symbolically represent the human psyche. His use of 

symbolism in art, and specifically the use of the mandala, as part of his psychotherapy practice parallels

Oliveros' commitment to healing through music.15 The Jungian concept of the mandala serves a 

11 Ronnberg, Ami. "Mandala." In The Book of Symbols, 712. Köln: Taschen, 2010. 
12 "Mandala." Dictionary.com. Accessed December 7, 2015. http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/mandala. 
13 "Mandala." Wikipedia. Accessed December 7, 2015. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandala. 
14 "Carl Jung." Wikipedia. Accessed December 7, 2015. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Jung. 
15   Drummond, Ron. "Classical Net - The Sonic Rituals of Pauline Oliveros." Classical Net. Accessed December 8, 2015.   

Illustration 2: An illumination by 
Hildegard von Bingen

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/mandala.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandala.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Jung.


seemingly opposite purpose of the traditional religious mandala: while the Buddhist and Hindu 

mandala is a tool for meditation on the cosmos and divinity, with the ultimate goal being 

“enlightenment” and complete ego death, the Jungian mandala (and those of Oliveros) serve to 

maintain the strength of the individual's sense of self: 

The mandala serves a conservative purpose—namely,  to restore a previously existing
order. But it also serves the creative purpose of giving expression and form to something
that does not yet exist, something new and unique. The second aspect is perhaps even

more important than the first,
but  does  not  contradict  it.
For,  in  most  cases,  what
restores  the  old  order
simultaneously  involves
some  element  of  new
creation. In the new order the
older  pattern  returns  on  a
higher  level.  The  process  is
that  of the  ascending  spiral,
which  grows  upward  while
simultaneously  returning
again and again to the same
point.16 

The oppressive bourgeois ideology of 

progress through complacency combined 

with the capitalist myth of the importance of

maintaining a strong sense of the individual 

in opposition to others (which ultimately 

serves to elevate a minute ruling class, who are adored by the mass populace, simply replacing the 

notion of the divine right of kings, with the secular, Social Darwinist, concept of individual excellence 

as manifested by economic hegemony) present in this statement reminds me of anarchist and ecological

philosopher Murray Bookchin's comments on the “New Age” movement's (a movement of which Jung 

is a progenitor, and of which Oliveros is often recognized as a practitioner17) misappropriation of the 

16 Jung, C. G., and Marie Franz. "The Process of Individuation." In Man and His Symbols, 248-249. Garden City, N.Y.: 
Doubleday, 1964 

17 McMullen, Tracy. "Critical Studies in Improvisation / Études Critiques En Improvisation." Subject, Object, Improv: 
John Cage, Pauline Oliveros, and Eastern (Western) Philosophy in Music. Accessed December 9, 2015. 

Illustration 3: "Sound waves, given off by a vibrating 
steel disk and made visible in a photograph, produce a
strikingly mandala-like pattern" (Jung 376)



Tao Te Ching, ignoring the historical oppression of its authors (the Chinese elite), and that Taoism, 

when practiced by the proletariat, advocates complacency towards oppression and the flux of history. In

Bookchin's words: “Even divested of its institutional and ideological trappings, Taoism historically 

almost certainly shaped the peasantry into a social body without choice, motivation, respite from 

poverty, or hope of escaping being drained into the “Sink.” [of death]”18 The naivete of westerners in 

their adoration of the thought of eastern “sages” and mysticisms without considering the political and 

economic ramifications of these ideologies in their original context, along with their appropriation in 

western philosophy and art, has its roots in racist, imperialist orientalism.19 I do not assert that 

Occidental appropriation of colonized cultures is without exception nefarious, but I feel it is important 

to examine latent ideologies in all areas of human endeavor, especially when considering antiquated 

concepts which self-profess a reliance on total subjectivity.

“Jung used the Hindu word mandala…to designate...a symbolic representation of the “nuclear 

atom” of the human psyche - whose essence we do not know.”20 Jung's ideas about the manner in which

humans' unconscious can be manifested through symbolic interpretations of visual art, and particularly 

through his conception of the mandala form, again reflects the idea of the importance of the microcosm

and macrocosm.21 Unlike a traditional mandala, which symbolizes the universe, the Jungian mandala 

symbolizes the self: "I sketched every morning in a notebook a small circular drawing,...which seemed 

to correspond to my inner situation at the time....Only gradually did I discover what the mandala really 

is:...the Self, the wholeness of the personality, which if all goes well is harmonious."22 The Jungian 

mandala shares little with the traditional eastern religious mandala other than (usually) having a 

circular shape, though the Jungian conception applies the term to distortions of the circular shape, 

http://www.criticalimprov.com/article/view/851/1918. 
18 Bookchin, Murray. "Thinking Ecologically." In The Philosophy of Social Ecology: Essays on Dialectical Naturalism, 

104. Montréal: Black Rose Books, 1990. 
19 See: Said, Edward W. Orientalism. New York: Vintage Books, 1979. 
20 Jung, C. G., and Marie Franz. "The Process of Individuation." In Man and His Symbols, 230. Garden City, N.Y.: 

Doubleday, 1964 
21 Ibid.
22 Jung, C. G. Memories, Dreams, Reflections. New York: Vintage, 1989. 195-196. 

http://www.criticalimprov.com/article/view/851/1918.


ascribing symbolic meaning to broken circles, quadrangular shapes and

more angular, many sided forms, not always symmetrical.23  Jung's work

has had a significant impact on Oliveros, as evidenced by her frequent use

of Jungian jargon, such as the concept of synchronicity and references to

the collective unconscious.24

Oliveros explains her relationship with the mandala form in most

detail in the 1980 lecture MMM (Meditation/Mandala/Music). Oliveros

claims her first experience with mandala was as a child in school: “In my childhood I protected myself 

from teachers and institution by drawing constantly this mandala of the four pointed star all over my 

notebooks, book covers and in the margins of my papers. It was my way of centering in what seemed to

be a basically threatening environment.”25 Circa 1964, Oliveros decided that conventional staff notation

could no longer serve her music, as she sought to incorporate a way to deal with sounds and “organic 

rhythm” in addition to pitches and metric rhythm.26 She began 

sketching mandala-like forms in an attempt to discover a new method 

of organizing musical materials.27 The tendency of her notation toward 

greater and greater abstraction can be easily demonstrated by 

examining the scores for several of her pieces from 1961-1965. The 

Trio for Flute, Piano and Page Turner (1961) was Oliveros' last 

conventionally notated work. In Sound Patterns (1961) we see the 

dissolution of exactly notated pitch, though strict rhythm is still 

mandated through traditional methods. In Outline for Flute, Percussion

23 Jung, C. G., and Marie Franz. "The Process of Individuation." In Man and His Symbols, 232. Garden City, N.Y.: 
Doubleday, 1964 

24 Zorn, John, and Pauline Oliveros. "The Collective Intelligence of Improvisation." In Arcana V: Music, Magic and 
Mysticism, 292. New York: Hips Road:, 2010. 

25 Oliveros, Pauline. "MMM." In Software for People: Collected Writings 1963-80, 227. Baltimore, Md.: Smith 
Publications;, 1984. 

26 Ibid., 232
27 Ibid., 229

Illustration 4: 
Oliveros' childhood
protective mandala

Illustration 5: "Mandala" 
form from Pieces of Eight 
(1964)



and String Bass (1965) we see a mixture of conventional staff

notation and empty staves, indicating free improvisation. It is with 

Pieces of Eight (1964) that Oliveros first uses a form which she

retrospectively identifies as a mandala.28 Pieces of Eight is an

important work in the oeuvre of Oliveros. It represents her first

extensive foray into text notation, theatrics, and the mandala as an

organizing principle, all of which are key concepts in much of her

later work. 

In a humorous, but instructive, slideshow as part of the 

MMM lecture, Oliveros illustrates her artistic transition away from

electronic music toward more ritualistic, 

meditational pieces. She shows a number 

of pages full of doodles she drew during 

departmental meetings from the 1968-1969

school year while she was a faculty 

member at the University of California, 

San Diego. Oliveros traces this practice of 

doodling as a response to institutional 

pressure back to her childhood.29 

Throughout the course of the school year, 

her doodles gradually evolve from illustrations of electronic circuits into more abstract, mandala-like 

forms.

The key concept in Oliveros' appropriation of the mandala is her theory of focal and global 

28 Ibid., 230-233 
29 Oliveros, Pauline. "MMM." In Software for People: Collected Writings 1963-80, 236. Baltimore, Md.: Smith 

Publications;, 1984. 

Illustration 6: Doodles of
electronic circuits from 
the beginning of the 
school year.

Illustration 7: More abstract, mandala-like doodles 
from later in the year.



attention.

We have been working with a diagram, the circle with the dot in the center, to represent
focal and global attention states. The diagram is a mandala,  a word from the Sanskrit
which  means  diagram,  or  plan.  It  is  usually  contained  within  a  circle,  or  other
symmetrical shape. Cultures throughout the world use the mandala form in many ways.

Each mandala is unique in its elaboration whether as art, process, or construction even
though its basic properties include 1) a center, 2) symmetry, 3) cardinal points. Only the
center is  constant. Symmetry can be varied and diverse, bilateral,  dynamic,  rigid and
well defined (as our circle with the dot) or absolutely fluid like the earth. The cardinal
points may be precise in number, odd or even, many or few (the amount depending on
the mandala), or the points may be infinite or non-existent as in a circle. There is always
room for more in a circle as in the unlimited capacity of our expanding global attention.
But in any case, and in all uses, the mandala is a plan for action of some kind or else it is
not a mandala.30

In this passage, Oliveros creates a new definition for her use of the word “mandala” distinct 

from the traditional eastern and Jungian senses of the concept. Her assertion that “in all uses, the 

mandala is a plan for action of some kind or else it is not a mandala,” is puzzling in that it seems to 

ascribe a meaning to an ancient symbol which contradicts many of its uses in its original context. Many

Buddhist traditions which use the mandala as a meditational aid advocate non-action. Oliveros' 

erroneous translation of the Sanskrit word “mandala” itself as a “diagram, or plan,” as opposed to the 

simpler “circle,” strikes me as a form of cultural imperialism. If we ignore these contentious statements

and read this passage as Oliveros creating a new working definition for her use of the mandala form, it 

is quite illuminating with regard to her mandala-based compositions. Oliveros herself makes the 

distinction that her work and use of meditational concepts borrowed from various traditions, including 

the mandala, are to be seen as outside of those traditions. She is concerned with meditation free from 

30 Ibid., 222

Illustration 8: The simple mandala form Oliveros frequently employs to illustrate her 
concept of focal and global attention states



the bias of particular traditions:

Traditional  forms  of meditation are  often an  attempt  to  restore  the  natural  balance,
spontaneity and integration of attention, although more often than not, the price to pay is
the particular bias of the tradition. Even though the bias of a particular tradition may be
beneficial,  the traditional form may pre-empt an individual's most natural approach to
meditational  balance.  Once  the  natural  state  is  lost,  return  without  bias  may  be
impossible.31

The pitfall here is that Oliveros has merely created a new tradition with its own biases. 

Although she avoids verbalizing this fact, I believe that was her conscious attempt: to create an 

alternative musical tradition in opposition to the patriarchal classical canon.

 In describing her practice of “Deep Listening,” Oliveros describes her theory of focal and 

global attention thus:

Deep Listening is expanding our attention. In Deep Listening we talk about two forms:
focal attention and global attention. Focus [focal] is more like digital,  in that focused
attention needs to be renewed moment  by moment,  in  order  to exclusively follow a
stream of some sort. A stream of speech for example; you have to keep renewing your
attention to what is being said. All of us have the experience of being distracted for a
minute and missing part of what someone has said. So, to keep your attention focused
takes  quite  a  bit  of  energy.  Global  attention  is  expanding  to  take  in  and  listen  to
everything  that  is  around you; inside  of you.  When we do this,  and we can expand
almost infinitely to include, and this is what I call inclusive listening, everything that is
possible  to  listen  to.  Most  of  the  time  we  are  discarding  what’s  going  on  as  not
important, but in order to do what I call Deep Listening we have to include everything.32

Oliveros advocates striking a balance between focal and global attention states. According to 

her, inappropriate focal attention can lead to physical and emotional pain by causing people to spend 

too much time on one type of activity without relief or a sense of surroundings, while inappropriate 

global attention can lead to a loss of the sense of self and aimlessness. She asserts that meditation, and 

particularly mandala-aided meditation, can help to restore balance to one's sense of attention.33 Again, 

this is appropriating mystical concepts for the service of capitalist ideology. Buddhist thought 

31 Oliveros, Pauline. "MMM." In Software for People: Collected Writings 1963-80, 220. Baltimore, Md.: Smith 
Publications;, 1984. 

32 Oliveros, Pauline. "Sound American | SA Issue 7: Pauline Oliveros on Deep Listening." Sound American | SA Issue 7: 
Pauline Oliveros on Deep Listening. Accessed December 9, 2015. http://soundamerican.org/pauline-oliveros-on-deep-
listening. 

33 Oliveros, Pauline. "MMM." In Software for People: Collected Writings 1963-80, 220. Baltimore, Md.: Smith 
Publications;, 1984. 

http://soundamerican.org/pauline-oliveros-on-deep-


advocates pursuing a loss of the sense of self in order to reach a state of enlightenment. I believe much 

of Oliveros' insistence upon the value of a strong sense of self is tied to her politics, in which the 

demand for respect of her agency and unique, individual, identity is important because her status as a 

woman and a lesbian renders her marginalized in our patriarchal society. We see the tension created by 

her interest in technology, trans and post-humanism, and Buddhist philosophy, much of which negates 

the importance of human agency and the idea of humans having an elevated place in the hierarchy of 

the natural world, with the more “practical” political concerns of her place in capitalist society. When 

one is denied the option of having a strong sense of self and personal agency, it is important to insist 

upon the importance of recognizing these rights

for all people. Perhaps this situation of seemingly

wanting to “have your cake and eat it too,” is

unavoidable in the vast, tangled web of ideology

that comprises our postmodern society.

In any case, if we are to ascribe an

overarching objective to Oliveros' use of the

mandala, ritual, and meditation in her

compositions, it would be her commitment to

healing through music. As noted above,

meditation on the “perfect” form of the mandala

and its symmetry, as well as recognizing the

concepts of microcosm and macrocosm (focal and global) inherent in the mandala form, is asserted to 

restore “balance” to an individual and, presumably, aid them in reaching healthier conclusions about 

their place in the universe and society.

Oliveros' early mandala pieces used the mandala form as a floor plan for the physical locations 

of the musicians involved. The mandala floor plans are combined with text-based instructions to create 

Illustration 9: The score for AOK (1968), 
which uses a mandala consisting of concentric
circles as a floor plan for the musicians and 
audience



complex ritualistic group meditations. The mandala form, through its symmetry and rich symbolic 

history, provides a cohesiveness to the spatialization of sounds, one of Oliveros' primary compositional 

concerns. In MMM Oliveros describes several such pieces. A simple, early example is the 1968 piece 

AOK:

I played the accordion in the center, on an eight-foot wooden spool which revolved in
both directions; in the second circle were eight country fiddlers; the third circle was a
ring  of  chorus;  the  fourth,  four  to  eight  conductors  trying  to  influence  the  chorus
members as they passed; the
outer  circle  was  the
audience  who  could  also
chant; and finally in the four
corners  are  symbols  for
speakers,  which represented
a  tape  delay  system which
picked  up  sound  from  the
accordion,  delayed  it  and
distributed it around the four
speakers.34

As Oliveros continued to

compose using the mandala as an

organizing principle for her ritual

pieces, they began to become much

more complex, perhaps reaching

their apotheosis in the 1974 piece 

Crow Two:

There is a human mandala with a poet in the center, a beautiful woman of seventy with
silver gray hair who sits smoking and dreaming; at the compass points around her are the
four crow mothers whose only task is to sit; the dotted line is the orbit of the two mirror
meditators, male and female, who dance slowly, mirroring each other. The large circle
contains  seven drummers,  rock players,  and  others  who  are meditating.  Outside  the
circle  are four  dijiridoo players…. The meditation is  attacked by Heyokas or Sacred
Clowns. They use the mandala as a playground and try hard to distract the meditators
whose only protection is  their meditation. The Heyokas are a risky presence because
they could actually succeed.35 

34 Oliveros, Pauline. "MMM." In Software for People: Collected Writings 1963-80, 243. Baltimore, Md.: Smith 
Publications;, 1984. 

35 Oliveros, Pauline. "MMM." In Software for People: Collected Writings 1963-80, 248. Baltimore, Md.: Smith 

Illustration 10: Mandala floor plan for Crow Two (1974)



The mandala

provides cohesion in this

complex ritual involving

theatrics, dance,

meditation, and sound.

Though the form of the

mandala is very similar to

that of the earlier AOK,

the action of the piece is

much more complex. The

mandala helps to keep the

piece from descending

into chaos, while adding

to the rich, multifaceted

symbolism of the composition.

Oliveros has also frequently employed mandala forms as method of transmitting musical 

material. The pieces involving mandala as a graphic score usually employ a mixture of text instructions

and traditional notation, with a center point on the mandala being an instruction that performers are to 

use as a starting point which is returned to throughout the performance. Performers are free to move to 

any point on the mandala at their discretion. These pieces are generally indeterminate in duration and 

involve a great deal of improvisation, although their instrumentation is usually fixed.

In Wind Horse (1989), a piece for chorus, performers are instructed thus:

From the center  circle  marked “Listen,”  each individual performer  chooses  her  own
optional pathways, returning to the center circle at any time. The length of time spent on

Publications;, 1984. 

Illustration 11: Wind Horse Mandala (1989)



any  circle  could  be  as  little  as  a  comfortable  breath  or  many  breaths.  The  total
performance time is approximate and may be pre-determined or not.36

The mandala scores allow Oliveros to include the full spectrum of her compositional concerns 

into a free-flowing, yet (due to the organizational attributes of the mandala) cohesive pieces, free from 

the constraints of set duration and traditional musical temporality.

While Oliveros has employed her appropriation of the mandala form in myriad functions, the 

intent of the mandala as an organizing principle is consistent: Oliveros aims to create ritualistic 

meditations for the teaching of her theories of attention states and Deep Listening, and to attempt to 

“heal” the performers and audience through her music.

36 Oliveros, Pauline. Anthology of Text Scores. Kingston, NY: Deep Listening Publications, 2013. 92. 
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